
Updated Volatile Collection & Analysis 

Enterprise 7.4 users can collect, analyze and compare 

volatile data from endpoints on demand from the latest 

Windows® OS, including Windows 10 and Windows 

Server® 2019 for a complete and accurate analysis.

Faster Mac Agent Collection 
Collect data from Mac agents faster than before with  

the new ability to use NFS (network file system) 

technology. Also, check the status of acquisition jobs with 

new progress statistics.

Whether you’re investigating a data breach, employee misconduct, or potential IT policy violation, the 
ability to collect from every endpoint is key. You need to covertly access multiple operating systems 
and encrypted endpoints, without alerting employees or disrupting business operations. And with 
unprecedented growth in enterprise Mac® adoption, BYOD policies, and remote workers, the ability to 
quickly and covertly collect from  
macOS® devices is more important than ever before.

FTK Enterprise 7.3 brought with it the ability to support the mass deployment of remote Mac agents 
without any manual intervention by the endpoint user. Version 7.4 brings with it even faster Mac 
collection, updated volatile data collection, QView® integration, portable case enhancements and updated 
support for UFDR processing. 
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QView® Integration 
Enjoy the simple, intuitive and customizable, panels-driven 

review interface of QView. Designed with the reviewer in 

mind, QView utilizes multi-case functionality such as tagging, 

searching, labeling and bookmarking across multiple cases. 

And, easy mobile chat application and multimedia review, 

along with similar face and image detection are all backed by a 

unified database.

Why FTK Enterprise?
Only FTK Enterprise 7.4 gives you complete control over your 

Mac collection with the most robust remote agent  

on the market:

 � The Exterro agent can be mass deployed  

to thousands of endpoints at once using Jamf®,  

instead of logging on to one endpoint at a time.

 � Our agent gains full access to the disk, including all 

volumes and files. Don’t miss collecting any important 

artifacts with other solutions that only use a limited  

user account to acquire the data.

Facial and Image Detection 
Quickly locate all images of a person or object across the case 

without having to train the system. Also, you have the ability 

to upload an image from outside the case and compare it to 

pictures within the current case without ingesting it.

Portable Case 
Portable Case, a feature introduced in FTK® 7.3, allows for 

offline review with a quick export in near-native format.  

Version 7.4 brings additional enhancements with the ability to 

sync labels and bookmarks created by the reviewers back to 

the original case.

UFDR Processing 
Updated support for UFDR files means that you can  

process UFDR files 40% faster than earlier versions.

 � The AD agent runs as a service, as opposed to using a  

logon account. Our agent ensures a secure connection  

by using your organization’s X.509 certificate to protect  

the endpoint from becoming vulnerable.

 � The Exterro agent collects into forensically sound  

evidence file formats, such as AD1, E01, L01, DMG, etc. 

Other solutions collect files into a ZIP file, which is not a 

forensically sound container format.

 � Our agent can preview the contents of viewable files be-

fore you collect them, giving you deep visibility into  

live data directly at the endpoint. Other solutions must 

collect and process the files first, wasting valuable re-

sponse time if your investigation is time- or cost-sensitive.
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